
 

JSHIRT BLACK by Jeki Yoo

J-SHIRT is a visual color-changing T-shirt effect that I have been performing in
my show for over 10 years! I believe this is my ultimate solution for a color-
changing T-shirt effect, once you learn the deceptive and practical secret you will
absolutely love to perform J-SHIRT!

It's always been important for me to create a unique and visual opener that packs
small and plays big, I also have much love the art of quick change magic, so with
my experience and passion I've created my very own unique method. With over a
decade of development, I'm finally ready to share J-SHIRT with all of you!

What's included?

1 x shirt gimmick, the gimmick is one size, it fits all (from XS to XL size)
1 x black cloth
20 minute online instruction video by Jeki Yoo
Available in 2 colors (black/gray)

Note: You need to provide your own shirt and jacket.

One of my favorite things about this effect is that once you've executed the
change you end up completely clean. The angles are great, Perform this almost
anywhere and it resets in just 1 minute!

It's great for both live performance and social media as I've entertained countless
audiences around the world with J-SHIRT and now you can too!

Your clients will love this memorable and striking visual and I'm confident this will
become one of your new favorite effects to perform for years to come... OH MY!

Easy to do
Great for live and virtual shows
End clean
Packs small, plays big
Very visual and practical
Great for opener/ ending
Reset in 1 min
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This trick was inspired by Kazu Katayama's Blend Silk Effect. Kazu's Blend Silk
effect is so powerful and the method is fantastic. Thank Kazu san for allowing me
to make this

FAQ

What's the size of the gimmick shirt?
The gimmick is One size, it fits all (from XS to XL size). If you wear XS, S, M, L,
or XL, this gimmick works for you.

What's the difference between a black and gray gimmick set?
If you choose black, you will receive the black shirt gimmick.
If you choose gray, you will receive the gray shirt gimmick. The rest of them are
the same.

What should I prepare for this magic?
You need to provide your own shirt, jacket, and pants.
There's no special setting in your shirt and body.
Choose a color for the gimmick shirt. Black or Gray!
Then you should prepare a different color of the shirt that contrasts well.

What is the best situation for this magic?
If you use this for stage or parlor performance as an opener, that would be
perfect. And this is good for your social media video as well.
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